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Take your essentials with you, 
wherever you choose to work

Bright, light and personal, HB-two caters for the agile 
worker in an evolving workplace. Eradicating the need for 
pedestals that eventually become dumping grounds, 
HB-two provides users with a quick way of finding their 
essentials, and means you can be ready to work in less 
than 30 seconds.

HB-two cultivates desk charing, by giving users 
something back in an open workplace. Psychologically 
very important for people to build familiarity and 
comfortable environments. You could say it is like the 
mobile top drawer of the pedestal you are replacing.



HB-two has is more than a mobile storage box. Combined with 
the tablet clip, it becomes a privacy screen that neatly divides 
working space.



Typically it can be shown if we waste around 20 to 30 minutes per 
day trying to find the things needed to work. This includes making 
multiple trips to and from pedestals to get your essentials. With 
HB-two you can be up and running in less than 30 seconds.



Performance points

Push-pull lip
Small lip that users can grip to pull out of 
lockers or push back in.

Name tag 
Slot for names, branding or imagery.

Ease of access
Second space for notebook, files and 
laptops.

Secure
Strap keeps notebooks and tablets 
secure.

Bib
Interchangeable bib cover with option 
to custom brand.

Tablet & mobile clips
Perfect to position your devices and begin 
work promptly. Also useful in providing 
visibility to devices that are in silent mode.

Stacking stationery pots
Keeps stationery secure inside the 
HB-two and can be used as desktop 
stationery holders.

Shoulder strap
Assists with carrying the HB-two. 
Available in various colors.

HB-sleeve
Extra protection for devices, notebooks 
and documents.

Clips
Mobile and tablet clips to prop up devices 
when working and also provide visibility 
when on silent.

Utility pots
Removable utility pots keep items secure 
inside and provide organisation on the 
desk.

Accessories



Black

Materials

Box

White

Faux leather bib

Spider Magneto Firebird

Cyborg

Surrey

Captain Gotham

Clark

Flash

Fabric bib

Winchester Newport Manchester Goldsmith

Shoulder strap

Shoulder pad

Gray

Dimensions

Weight of HB-two
4 lbs
Locker depth requirement
18 inch

16¾ 4¾

12¼

To see the extra fabric bib, faux leather bib and 
shoulder pad fabrics available please email us at 
sales@muzo-works.com 



For more infromation visit muzo-works.com 
or call us on 570 788 0888.

72 Hillside Drive
Drums, PA 18222
USA
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